PRIORIY, DIR INFO WAVE CITE HAVA 7219

NO NIACIT

UNZIP SECUR

REF HAVA 7196 (IN 17/42) 4

[CAPT RAMON PADILLA PEREZ] AND TWO ASSISTANTS TURNED OVER TO ANGAC-2 WHO HAS ARRANGED SAFE HOUSE. STATION ARRANGED TRANSFER FROM PRESENT SITE AT 1600 HOURS 16 DEC WHICH SUCCESSFULLY MADE AS SCHEDULED. MRP ORGAN WILL PROVIDE SAFE KEEPING UNTIL EXFILTRATION CAN BE ARRANGED. STATION HAS NO RPT NO EXFILTRATION POSSIBILITIES AT THIS TIME. EVERY EFFORT BEING MADE ARRANGE NEW KEYS 04 EXFILTRATING [PADILLA] AND ASSISTANTS.

FILED 1/23/552

END OF MESSAGE

CS COMMENT: STA ASKED ANGAC-2 ON 16 DEC ATTEMPT ARRANGE SAFE HOUSE THRU MRP CONTACTS.
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